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OUR REACH

5.8+
Million pounds of food
distributed

Thanks to the generosity and support of our community,
FoodLink was able to meet the 40% increase in need
created by the global pandemic:

2.2+

Number of food distribution programs available to Tulare
County residents & organizations: 8
Number of households served: 211,000+

Million pounds of fresh
produce distributed

FINANCIALS
REVENUE

EXPENSES

FINANCIAL CONTRIBUTIONS & GRANTS

$2,055,784

MANAGEMENT & GENERAL

$556,690

FIXED ASSETS

$1,726,020

OPERATIONS

$670,058

OTHER ASSETS

$251,728

TOTAL REVENUE

$4,033,532

PROGRAMS

$1,267,122

TOTAL EXPENSES

$2,493,870

LOOKING FORWARD
DIRECTOR’S NOTE: WHERE DOES OUR FOOD SYSTEM GO FROM HERE?
It’s hard to believe how much has changed over the past year. While I’m proud of the ways that
FoodLink and our local community have come together to adapt and support our friends and
neighbors, I can’t help but see the ways that our food system has failed all of us, but most
especially those who were already hurting and vulnerable. In one of the most prosperous
agricultural counties in the nation, the number of households needing our services has
skyrocketed and the food system has been unable to meet those needs. These inequities have been
laid bare for all to see, and FoodLink is working to be part of long-term solutions to help our local
farmers of color work toward economic and personal resiliency. In partnership with other local
organizations, we are looking forward to the ways in which Agroecology can provide new avenues
for a healthy and equitable food system, while also looking back at the indigenous foodways of our
ancestors that can teach us resiliency and living in right relationship with the land and each other.
Thank you for being a part of this important work and we hope you will continue to join FoodLink
in its vision of a healthy and hunger-free Tulare County!
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NUTRITION EDUCATION
Tulare County Food Collaborative
YouTube Channel

Figuring out how to continue our nutrition education program
was difficult considering the shut-down of all in person
classes. Staff soon devised a plan to host live cooking classes
via the agency’s Facebook page, which eventually led to the
creation of our very own YouTube channel. We wanted to
create a space where the community could come together and
share cooking skills and unique dishes. The community
response has been overwhelming! We've had so many of our
community members, from librarians to elected officials, jump
right in and teach a special dish.
Join Rosa and other guest chefs on our YouTube channel!
Learn new recipes and hear about the amazing food
community that is Tulare County!
Can you briefly introduce yourself
and what led you to FoodLink?
Hello I’m Chef Sam Leon! A local
chef who loves to cook and teach.
I found FoodLink on Facebook.
FoodLink had an ad open for
anyone to join and record with
them at their kitchen.
I thought it would be fun to
showcase some of my dishes and
promote a healthier lifestyle.
What do you enjoy most about your partnership FoodLink?
What I love the most is that we promote a healthy lifestyle.
Using fresh ingredients and recipes that are easy to follow. I am
able to show the viewer how to prepare food like a chef and
help them feel more comfortable in their own kitchen.

MEET ROSA:
Hello! My name is Rosa Ramirez, and I
am the new Nutrition Education
Coordinator for FoodLink for Tulare
County. I am excited to learn more
about our Nutrition Education
Program and to take on my role in
expanding our healthy education plan.
Currently I’m assisting with produce
distributions and implementing a new
pantry inventory to better organize
our teaching kitchen. I'm also taking
on outreach related tasks by providing
fun food facts & recipes that are
posted to our YouTube channel and
social media pages.

What do you hope the community gets out of this project?
That eating healthy can be for anyone! Sure we all have a budget but within that budget we can eat the best we
can! Food brings people together and with that I feel we can make a smarter choice when we are at the
supermarket. A small step in the right direction makes a huge difference when it comes to eating fresh. I hope this
project opens the window to a healthier lifestyle and smarter spending.
Just for fun, what is your favorite dish?
As a chef I get asked this question often. My all time favorite dish has got to be Brown Butter Scallops served with
a Summer Risotto.

VOLUNTEER

2971 VOLUNTEERS
332 NEW SIGN-UPS

Volunteers are an essential part of everyday operations. When COVID shut down our normal operations in March, we had to
switch to a drive-through style for our distributions. Our volunteers stepped up and made this switch successful. Without their
help, our humble staff of 9 wouldn't be able to feed the amount of people we do each day.
As an organization, we try to ensure that each volunteer knows their work is valued, and we take great pride in knowing we have
volunteers such as Anthony Nguyen on our team and that we are providing both a meaningful and memorable experience.

INTERVIEW WITH ANTHONY NGUYEN
What ways do you volunteer at FoodLink?
I help with setup when I arrive early enough and clean up at the end of the day. After setting
up, I help with packing the first batches of food to be distributed. When distribution begins,
I help put food into cars. On the side I edit cooking videos for FoodLink’s YouTube channel.
Why is volunteering at FoodLink fulfilling to you?
Volunteering for FoodLink is a low-stress, enjoyable way to spend my extra time. The
volunteers and staff are welcoming and always appreciative of the help so I feel valued. The
work itself can be tough and dirty but that’s a large part of what makes the experience
enriching for the spirit. Finally, as an introvert, volunteering with FoodLink is the Goldilocks
amount of social interaction I need and can handle.

What motivates you to come back?
The work itself and the joy I get from helping different communities in a small way keeps me returning. Also, the staff are
always grateful to have volunteers and are extremely appreciative of us; although it’s less of a factor than the work itself, the
gratitude of the staff adds a good deal to the positive experience.
FoodLink does good work - “good” in the most pure and true sense of the word - and I believe in their mission and am honored
to be a small part of it.
How would you describe FoodLink to new volunteers and members of the community?
If you’re looking to volunteer a few hours of your time to strengthen your soul and body, I highly recommend FoodLink.

GRATITUDE
This year FoodLink has been presented with challenge after challenge. Due to an increase in food purchases, extra fuel costs
for our deliveries, and adding new Covid-focused programs, there were times when we were unsure of our ability to meet the
increased demands. Our donors saw our challenges and delivered the means to conquer each and every one of them. Not only
is our staff grateful for the incredible response of our donors, but so is our community who needed this help most.
“I made some really amazing soup yesterday. It’s better today too! This soup had a whole chicken that I shredded, onion, green onions,
fresh garlic, potatoes, carrots, cabbage, and water. All except the water, green onions, and seasoning, everything else came from
FoodLink. I want to thank them very much for helping our county, It really goes a long way!”
- Porterville Nutrition on the Go Client
Special thanks to the following generous sponsors for all of your support in helping FoodLink work towards a healthy and hungerfree Tulare County:
Land O’ Lakes
The Sierra Health Foundation
Mayer Foundation
The Sandberg Goldberg Charitable Foundation
Ann B. Reimers Charitable Foundation
Visalia Rotary Community Foundation
California Community Foundation

Winkler Family Trust
Gropetti
United Way of Tulare County
California Association of Food Banks
Anthem
Reniers Family
JD Heiskell

Nutra-Blend LLC
Dani Blain Real Estate Team Inc.
Rotary International District 5230
California Foundation for Stronger Communities
SaveMart Supermarkets
Aetna

